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QU.A.R.AN.T.I.N.E. – QUalitative
Advanced Research ANd Training for
Inclusion of Neets through Elettronic tools.
The result tool is a toolkit and guidelines
about suitable existing digital tools for
distance youth work activities. It is a
suitable Open Education Resource (OER)
including methodologies for approaching
young people in isolation, social distance,
or with any barriers as obstacles to a
face-to-face interaction.

QU.A.R.AN.T.I.N.E.
(Novo Mundo, Portugal)

A graphic facilitation magazine was
created by Manel Ben during a

training course in Lefkas, Greece
(June, 2021), where 33 youth workers

and young leaders/animators from
different backgrounds were invited in

order to develope and improve soft
skills through theatrical practice
adapted for young people with

different profiles and abilities, socio-
cultural and economic backgrounds.

 Pass the Idea:
Magazine (Solidarity
Tracks in cooperation
with Compagnie 3.42, 

 Diagonal, Vitatiim and
Novo Mundo)

https://tamonopatia.org/wp-content/uploads/files/Idea/Graphic-facilitation-Pass-the-idea.pdf
https://tamonopatia.org/wp-content/uploads/files/Idea/Graphic-facilitation-Pass-the-idea.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Tsq4QCgAjvW0CRxTACAC5K8E9iW48ZAV/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Tsq4QCgAjvW0CRxTACAC5K8E9iW48ZAV/view
https://tamonopatia.org/wp-content/uploads/files/Idea/Graphic-facilitation-Pass-the-idea.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Tsq4QCgAjvW0CRxTACAC5K8E9iW48ZAV/view


E-learning is an efficient mean for ensuring the
volunteers to develop their competences all along
their ESC project. It is also a good way to commit

them into a continuous and easy-to-achieve
learning process in order to enhance their skills,

optimize their role within the host community, and
find their career way. Moreover, the e-learning,

can be an efficient tool to support mentors,
trainers and supervisors of the volunteers. For this,

we created an online platform which includes
online trainings to support European volunteers.

Learn 2 Volunteer platform
(Greece, Tunisia,  Italy,

Turkey,  Algeria, Jordan)

The survey research conducted in the Cheer
You @P project will help to answer some

questions related to motivations,
institutional environment, barriers as well

as individual characteristics of female
entrepreneurs that have an impact on

entrepreneurial attitude.

Cheer You @P
(Austria, Spain, Estonia,

Poland and Greece)

The main focus of IRSCHEN (Interdisciplinary
Resilience through Science and Cultural
Heritage Education Network) research is to
assess the needs of respondents in terms of
additional educational or training support in
using digital technology for teaching and
learning. The part of this process is also to
identify the digital readiness of respondents to
use educational technology for teaching and
learning and to assess the areas and the levels
of digital competence of respondents.

IRSCHEN (Solidarity Tracks
in collaboration with
partners)

RESEARCHES 
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Join the platform

Watch videos

The frequent and long-term
practice of theatre allows a
considerable development of soft
skills among young people. The
development of soft skills is
essential for the personal
development and professional
success of young people, including
those with fewer opportunities.
(5) Videos on soft skills
development activities were created
during the previously mentioned
training course. 

Pass the Idea: Videos
(Solidarity Tracks in
cooperation with
Compagnie 3.42,
Diagonal, Vitatiim
and Novo Mundo)

https://drive.google.com/file/d/13ZjaWI4vEOpMl4AI_uEWDa6aUK9-s8B7/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13ZjaWI4vEOpMl4AI_uEWDa6aUK9-s8B7/view
http://www.bestofgs.eu/cheeryouup_IO1/
http://www.bestofgs.eu/cheeryouup_IO1/
https://learn2volunteer.com/
https://learn2volunteer.com/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13ZjaWI4vEOpMl4AI_uEWDa6aUK9-s8B7/view
http://www.bestofgs.eu/cheeryouup_IO1/
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL_m6dFYWsGfiwbJp8yznTYLOcNcx_KPKy
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL_m6dFYWsGfiwbJp8yznTYLOcNcx_KPKy


Strategic Partnership in the field of Youth
whose main goal is to respond to the

effects of Covid-19. The main target group
are young people active in the field of

cultural and creative industries and artists.
Five partner organisations from Austria,

Slovenia, Serbia and Greece collaborate in
order to develop the skills and include their

target groups through creativity and the
arts. They do so by evaluating and

disseminating innovative digital
approaches and supporting participants to
develop their skills and key competences in
culture, arts, digitalization, networking and

innovation.

 Train 2 Sustain
(Austria, Greece, Slovenia,

Serbia)

Social ACT (Active Cycling Team):
local initiative of cultural group bicycle
tour around the lagoon involving local
community in the frame of the Social

ACT project, Erasmus Sport project
which aims to enhance the practice of

bicycle and develop team leader
profiles of cycling in group. 

 Social ACT (Solidarity
Tracks in collaboration

with partners from
Turkey, Lithuania,

Portugal, Bulgaria)

See more

See more

The seminar gathered 25 youth (5 per
country), including 2 with fewer
opportunities. They developed their skills
in the field of sports to support bicycle
activities in favour of their community
for inclusion and well-being. The project
coordinator and three facilitators were
involved in the organization and
implementation. The seminar was
structured around technical activities
and following non-formal education
methods to develop practical and soft
skills as cycling guides. 

Social ACT: Seminar in
Mugla, Turkey

PARTNERSHIP PROJECTS

Read more

Project promotes the adoption of
innovative practices in rehabilitating
abandoned areas and by developing
collaborative and accessible learning
approaches. 
Artist volunteers of the organization
Solidarity Tracks designed and painted a
mural in the primary school of Syvros,
with the aim of artistic and aesthetic
rejuvenation of the building.

RESCUE

See more

YOUTH INITIATIVES 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SefgAgMnap0&t=64s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SefgAgMnap0&t=64s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SefgAgMnap0&t=64s
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LCTizzzB6DVFk51mjPysyXCO-mDxBjC-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LCTizzzB6DVFk51mjPysyXCO-mDxBjC-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LCTizzzB6DVFk51mjPysyXCO-mDxBjC-/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9sHLMjAHTUY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9sHLMjAHTUY
https://www.train2sustain.net/
https://www.train2sustain.net/
https://www.train2sustain.net/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9sHLMjAHTUY


PARTNERS

MEETING WITH YOUNG
CRAFTERS

See more

The online EU young crafters forum
was leaded by Solidarity Tracks
organization on the 17th December,
2021. The meeting gathered 6
participants from Turkey, Bosnia,
Tunisia, France and Greece.
During the meeting project by
Solidarity Tracks was introduced,
after that participants presented their
craft work and had a discussion about
their crafts. In the end Solidarity
Tracks presented the platform of
Youth e club and online training to
support social entrepreneurs and to
develop their skills to develop their
ideas and create their start-up. This
platform can be used to integrate a
useful, easy and free website in craft
work.

EU young crafters
forum

Verein zur Förderung von Kulturaustausch und Nachhaltigkeit - Gain&sustain:
Europe, Austria

MONOPATIA ALLILEGGIIS/SOLIDARITY TRACKS, Greece
The Starry Start of Talents Foundation, Bulgaria

Lužánky stredisko volného času Brno, príspevková organizace/“SVC Luzanky”,
Czech republic

CREFAD LOIRE, France
Hungarian Volunteer sending foundation, Hungary

Asociatia de tineri din Ardeal, Romania 
Non-Formal Learning Centre VitaTiim ( Mittetulundusuhing VitaTiim), Estonia 

Semper Avanti, Poland 
DIAGONAL ESPAÑA, Spain 

Asociacion Mundus – Un Mundo a tus Pies, Spain
Kalkinma ve inovasyon Ofisi Dernegi - Development And Innovation Office

Organization, Cyprus 
Associazione Costiera Amalfitana Riserva Biosfera, Italy

ASSOCIAÇÃO NOVO MUNDO AZUL, Portugal 
ACTOR, Romania 

Developement and innovation office organization, Turkey
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AQ8jEvK77eyvdvZ9yKSUHxCnnWTWSYF7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AQ8jEvK77eyvdvZ9yKSUHxCnnWTWSYF7/view?usp=sharing

